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Address Barberan S.A. 
Galileo 3-9 
Poligono Ind. Cami Ral 
08860 Castelldefels (Barcelona)

Country Spain

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
We have an independent manufacturing section exclusively dedicated to produce our roller coaters, curtain coaters, spraying machines for lacquer and
stain, printing machines by engraved roller or digital inkjet procedure, hot air, UV or IR lacquer or stain drying tunnels as well as complementary
machines for the complete installations that we design, manufacture and deliver. We manufacture from single machines to the most sophisticated
lines, depending on the needs of each customer. We are the first company that developed the latest technology in offset printing systems either for
wooden or cardboard packages, printing over profiles of PVC, glass, etc., as well as a wide range of board printing systems for the furniture and
flooring industry.
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